
Survey results
Demand for Green Transformation in Industry

Number of businesses responding to the survey: 134 businesses
(Can choose multiple answers)

*This survey is part of the seminar “Green Transformation in Industry - EU CBAM and Vietnam’s Carbon
Neutral Roadmap”. This seminar is the opening event for the series of programs “Green Transformation in
Industry towards Net-Zero for Sustainable Development Goals” organized by International Logistics Joint
Stock Company (InterLOG) in cooperation with the Vietnam Industry Support Alliance (VISA), aiming to help
businesses fully equip themselves with knowledge as well as practical experience to complete the Green
Transformation in Industry roadmap for their businesses. To learn more about this event series, please
contact tinhpt@visaconnect.org.vn.



How do the current trend of emission reduction and Net-zero policiesHow do the current trend of emission reduction and Net-zero policies
worldwide affect your business?worldwide affect your business?
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Risk of reduced competition in the market

No impact yet

Increased costs due to carbon emission taxes and fees

Risk of reduced export orders
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What is the level of your business’s action for the Net-zero goal?What is the level of your business’s action for the Net-zero goal?

Receiving information

Looking for information
but still facing many

problems

Researching information and
regulations thoroughly

Building a plan
to adapt

Implementing
transformation 

to adapt
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What has your enterprise been implementing for the goal of Net-zero andWhat has your enterprise been implementing for the goal of Net-zero and
green transformation?green transformation?

Buying, selling, and self-creating Carbon credits

Researching tools and methods for greenhouse gas
inventory

Researching issues about credits and Carbon credit market

Researching tools and methods for self-emission
reduction

Implementing a self-emission reduction roadmap

Conducting self greenhouse gas inventory
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What is your business's goal in the green transformation roadmap?What is your business's goal in the green transformation roadmap?
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Building a green, sustainable development business

Reducing greenhouse gas emissions, protecting the environment

Creating a competitive advantage when exporting abroad

Reducing carbon taxes from foreign markets

Buying and selling Carbon credits
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What difficulties and obstacles does your business encounter in the greenWhat difficulties and obstacles does your business encounter in the green
transformation roadmap?transformation roadmap?

The legal system in Vietnam is not clear,
there is no specific guidance

The cost of measuring, inventorying, and
changing production processes is high 

The cost of technology transformation is high
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